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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Edin was an awesome
salesperson! Very professional helpful service from start to finish. We drove over two hours to
check out and potentially buy a car. When we got there the dealer informed us someone else
just got approved! Poor communication and a wasted day is all we experienced through this
dealership. Very professional and willing to help. I would check him out if looking for a vehicle.
Very nice, well knowledgeable, Answered every question I had. Was able to purchase truck I
was looking at. There was no pressure from the whole team. I was contacted quickly by the
sales dept. They answered the questions I had about the vehicle and offered me options that fit
my needs. Overall our experience was good. I can't fault them at all. The only issue we had is
that we paid more than we expected to pay. But that had nothing to do with the people and the
experience. Moise helped us get the vehicle we wanted. Overall I would recommend. But I do
have to say even though we paid more than expected they did negotiate and help me out.
Vehicle was clean and top notch. I worked with Marcus. He was great and broke the stereotypes
you expect when car shopping. I was honestly sad I didn't like the car because I wouldve loved
to give him my business. Will definitely be keeping an eye out to see if I like anything else they
get in. My real star rating for this dealership is 0. Communicated great and had an amazing
video on their website. I did not buy their vehicle but the communication was great! Sold nice
truck with bald tires and claimed it was not their responsibility even though trade had brand
new tires. And had blow out in mountain 45 min away from dealer and 1hour and 30min from
home. Emailed dealer and called no response or concern. They replied promptly, asked my
interests, I told them my situation, had my financing ready just had other questions. Cant really
rate them though. I bought this Tahoe brought it home to find out that it needed Someone had
broken bolts out of the exhaust manifolds and used washers and putty to hide it. No way to tell
until you put it on a lift and look at it. It looked and sounded good good enough to get it sold.
Buyer be ware I guess. Never buy from them again. Allen was very professional and very helpful
but we found a Explorer Limited with the features we wanted in a more favorable color. Very
quick reply and friendly service. They were knowledgeable and friendly. The car didn't end up
being what we were looking for but I appreciated the helpfulness of the associate that we spoke
with. I had a great experience by helpful and knowledgeable staff. Would definitely buy here
again. I like him very much. I'm just waiting for the bank, or a bank to approve me. He has been
doing a good job. The car I wanted to see was parked in behind 7 other cars, and the associate
had no interest in getting it out so I could drive it. The car had not been started or driven in
months, according to the associate, and backfired when I started it. I was told the car was clean
and in good condition. Only after driving for an hour and a half to view it did I discover that the
vehicle was in horrible condition. By far the best experience during my car buying journey. As
versatile as all-wheel-drive AWD crossovers may be, some car buyers simply want a small,
efficient car that will serve as a reliable daily commuter without breaking the bank. For model
years through , the Ford Focus was one option those folks could consider. Introduced as a
successor to the Ford Escort , the front-wheel-drive FWD , 5-passenger Focus debuted in three
body stylesâ€”sedan, hatchback, wagonâ€”with power coming from a fuel-efficient 4-cylinder
engine. Over the years, the car was improved with more features, updated styling, and
increasingly impressive performance models. Our reviewer recognized the car as a performance
bargain with some ergonomic limitations, and he gave it an overall score of 7. CarGurus also
tested more mainstream Focus versions for the model years, awarding those cars overall
scores of 7. Pros : Handling latest generation , varied body-style options and trim levels, fuel
economy, performance models Cons : Tight interior, layout of controls and instrumentation,
complicated infotainment system, transmission issues. All examples featured an all-new
chassis with torque vectoring engineered to improve handling, and a new 2. Depending on the
configuration, transmission choices included a 5-speed manual or PowerShift dual-clutch
6-speed automated manual. A Focus Electric model debuted, as well, offered in limited markets
and with a driving range of about 75 miles. The Focus greeted the model year with a broader
availability of the 5-speed manual transmission. More importantly, Ford launched the Focus ST
hatchback with a sport-tuned suspension, 6-speed manual gearbox, and turbocharged version
of the 2. Minor changes followed in , but brought a mild refresh with revised exterior styling,
highlighted by a front end more closely resembling the Fusion sedan. Available under the hood
was a new horsepower turbocharged 1. For , the Ford Focus was treated to an updated
infotainment system, and buyers could couple the 3-cylinder engine with the automatic
transmission. On the opposite end of the spectrum was the all-new, rally-inspired Ford Focus
RS with its standard AWD system and horsepower 2. The sole transmission choice was the
6-speed manual. CarGurus tested the Focus and recommended the SE hatchback as the best
configuration, yet noted that the competing Hyundai Elantra provided buyers with a better
overall value. In its last 2 years of availability in the U. Ford discontinued the Focus after

Though this generation of the Focus had plenty of strengths, two significant mechanical issues
should be noted. Some Focus RS models, for example, suffered from failed head gaskets. Ford
covered any related repairs under warranty. More widespread were complaints about the
automated-manual transmission, particularly for model years Drivers had problems ranging
from irregular shifts to complete transmission failure, which lead to a class-action lawsuit being
filed. Ford provided an extended warranty and made improvements in later years, but many
Focus owners were left with nothing more than a faulty transmission. The EPA suggested
drivers would see up to 32 mpg on the highway. Traction control was added in A 5-door SVT
hatchback arrived in , followed by an available horsepower 2. The Focus changed little for the
and model years. By , the Focus was a little long in the tooth and ready for a bit of cosmetic
surgery, so Ford responded with more noticeable styling changes and the introduction of a
2-door coupe. A 4-door sedan continued to be offered, but the wagon and hatchbacks were
gone, as were the SVT and ST models. What remained was a rather bland Ford Focus with either
or horsepower depending on transmission selection , and an EPA highway rating of 35 mpg.
The coupe saw a few more nips and tucks for and was dropped after The Focus sedan was
carried over through , which marked the end of the first-generation model. Even in , when the
Focus was being discontinued in the U. For perspective, Honda sold more than , Civics that
year. Competitors for the Focus changed a bit over its year run, with the Chevrolet Cruze and
Dodge Dart being two that suffered the same fate as the Focus. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Manual
Ford Focus listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Private Seller: Terrance.
Lexington, SC Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Pros : Handling latest generation , varied
body-style options and trim levels, fuel economy, performance models Cons : Tight interior,
layout of controls and instrumentation, complicated infotainment system, transmission issues
Model Generations Ford Focus: 2nd Generation Last redesigned for the model year, the
second-generation Ford Focus was available as a FWD 4-door sedan or 5-door hatchback in S,
SE, SEL, and Titanium trim levels. Read more. For as red-hot and competitive as the
economy-car segment is, success in this corner of the market is based on some pretty
mundane variables. It comes down to things like fuel economy, price, number a. Engineered in
Europe, built in Michigan, and available in a variety of configurations, the refreshed Ford Focus
is a more sophisticated automobile than many people likely expect. Forget what you. Still rolling
on a redesign that saw it noted as the w. Ford Focus Reviews Review. Incredible value for the
money. I love my Ford Focus. It has been one of the most reliable cars I have ever owned. I have
had mine for 8 years. The only things I have had to do to it is regular oil changes, fluid fills, and
replace the brakes and tires once. The only thing I would say needs to be improved is that it
could be a more quiet ride. I think the Focus is underrated. You get some of the same qualities
as higher priced vehicles but at cheaper prices. It also has a smooth ride and handles great! Im
very pleased! Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford
dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers
in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in
Washington DC. The bottom line, up top: This latest Ford Focus is the best small car for sale in
America today. Clutch effort is well matched to the resistance of the shifter and gas pedal,
something too many manual setups simply get wrong. Besides the automatic, the other key
omission from our test car was the slow and finicky MyFord Touch option. We instead had the
regular MyFord setup, which also can be slow especially the transitions from screen to screen
but is more intuitive and includes plenty of goodies such as caller ID, text-message alerts, Sync
voice activation, and a high-res info screen in the gauge cluster. The Focus is easy to drive
quicklyâ€”and fun, too. Turn-in is crisp, with a mere hint of understeer, at which point you
briefly jump out of th
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e throttle to swing the back around and revector the nose. The electrically boosted steering

communicates more information now than when we sampled preproduction models. The brakes
offer great feel and are easy to modulate, turning in a foot tomph test result. It has stylish looks,
five-door practicality, a sweet shifter, great seats, and all the equipment you need at an
agreeable price. If the Focus is the best small car on sale today, this SE is the king of kingsâ€”at
least until the ST arrives. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top
Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and
Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
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